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Miraculous discovery puts Norfolk on the map 

Spring 2014

SPECTACULAR:
Exclusive glimpse 

of the tyre tracks

Spring 2014

with at least 20 inch wheels, of a similar round shape but narrower
than the wheels of a proper car.  Remarkably, the machine was 
propelled forward without any use of fossil fuel.
"This is an extraordinarily rare discovery," said Nick Teritage, a 
scientist at the British Museum, where the find was announced. 
"The Norfolk site continues to rewrite our understanding of early 
human activities in Norfolk and indeed in Britain.  We have an 
intriguing glimpse of activity on the fringes of what may once have 
been a civilised city lying somewhere to the south of the NDR.”
The prints are the first direct evidence of people displaying 
mobility at the most northerly edge of habitation in Norwich, 
otherwise known only from fossilised animal bones and puncture-
repair implements from a site in Sprowston. 
The scientists worked flat out in the few hours between visits of 
the diggers, to record the prints. They were dated from overlying

were found at an undisclosed location somewhere south of Spixworth, 
in one of the fastest-disappearing stretches of Norfolk countryside. 
Within a fortnight, the construction works that had exposed the tyre 
tracks along an ancient pathway had altogether destroyed them, 
leaving only casts and 3D images made through photogrammetry 
(stitching together photographs) as evidence that a little group from a 
long-extinct early species of cyclist had passed that way.

Scientists have been intrigued by the unexpected discovery 
of ancient tyre tracks to the north-east of Norwich.  They 

They rode through a startlingly 
different landscape from today's, 
along the estuary of what may have 
been an original cycle route, through 
a river valley grazed by mammoths, 
hippos and rhinoceros. 
The pattern of the tyre tracks 
suggests at least five individuals 
heading northward, pausing and 
pottering about to gather plants, find 
a phone signal or fiddle with their 
gears. They must have included 
children, as cycling is not thought to 
be a grown-up thing. 
The best preserved impression, 
showing the print of what may well 
be a Dunlop tyre, suggests a bicycle 

sedimentary layers and glacial 
deposits, and the fossil remains 
of extinct transport planners –
identified by the Natural History 
Museum as a late type of 
ostrich known to have occurred 
in the Martineau Lane area, 
and also of Concillor norfolkus, 
an extinct type of lemming.Reconstruction only

Photogrammetric diagram 
recording orientation of tracks

Artist’s impression 
of family group



Our thanks to John for this update, and please do help the work of the Campaign by participating in these consultations
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John Elbro gives us an update on four current consultations 
and how you can contribute

ACTION

John 
Elbro

1. The Northern Distributor Road: Your views again please!
The NDR is now entered the Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) planning process. A 

“Planning Authority” will be set up consisting of 1, 2, or 3 Planning Inspectors. He, she, or they will 

examine the NDR plans and then make a recommendation to the Secretary of State on whether or not 

the scheme, or a modified form of it, should proceed. 

You can tell the Planning Authority your views on the scheme. To do this, it is important you register 

before 23 March 2014 at http://infrastructure.planningportal.gov.uk/projects/eastern/norwich-

northern-distributor-road-ndr/. 
On the same page can be found links to an explanation of the process being followed, and the 

documents for the scheme. A good starting point for understanding what is proposed is under the 

documents tab at 2.6 General Arrangement Plans. Your views can be particularly valuable if reference 

can be made to specific hardships that would be experienced by you, as a cyclist, if the road were built 

as planned (e.g. are there suitable crossing points). Please also take a look at Norwich Cycling 

Campaign’s vision of an NDR Greenway at http://www.norwichcyclingcampaign.org/Greenway.htm. 

If you feel able, please say something in support.

Cyclists were the largest group of responders to earlier plans, and I am sure this has been a major 

driver of the improvements to the scheme thus far.

2. Central Norwich Schemes: High Court Decision
A ruling handed down by the High Court on 24th February means that three schemes in central 

Norwich, primarily for improving bus journey times and reliability, can now go ahead.

The schemes have something for cyclists as well:

A bus lane up Grapes Hill that will be available for use by cyclists.

Changes in Chapel Field North and Chapel Field gardens, giving buses and cyclists (but not cars) a 

more direct route into the city centre.
Closure of Little Bethel Street to motorised vehicles (but not cyclists).

Removal of general traffic from St Stephens Street and part of Surrey Street, and introduction of a 

cycle lane
Norwich Cycling Campaign made submissions to the consultation on all of these schemes. For more 

detail on the scheme go to http://www.norfolk.gov.uk/News/NCC141474

3. Postwick Hub: Secretaries of State decision
The Secretary of State for Transport and the Secretary of State for Communities and Local 
Government, in a letter dated 8th January, announced their decision to accept the recommendation of 

the Planning Inspector that the Postwick Hub Scheme should be allowed to proceed. This follows a 

Public Enquiry on the junction changes.
Norwich Cycling Campaign made submissions to the Enquiry arguing for improvement of cycling 

routes through the junction and putting forward detailed proposals. The Campaign welcomed Norfolk 

County Council and the Highways Agency agreement to its proposals in a statement of common 

ground. As work proceeds on the junction please keep an eye on what is being put in place and tell 

Norwich Cycling Campaign of any departures from the agreed plans. The layout should accord with 

that shown in the map at 2.6 General Arrangement Plans referred to above under the NDR.

4. Norwich Pedalways
Norwich Cycling Campaign has the opportunity to work with the City Council to help the development 

of the network in several ways. Members should already have received details by email of how they 

can become involved, but please see update on page 3.  
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Norwich Cycling Campaign needs your help!  We have already emailed members but there have been some updates since:

The City Council is preparing plans for the £5.5m improvements to the Pink Pedalway (Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital to 
Heartsease) and sections that connect to it. The transformation aims to create an eight‐mile route that can be ridden confidently 
and safely by everyone. If Norwich is to attract further funding for cycling, it is essential that this scheme is a success in 
encouraging significantly more people to take up cycling. See more at www.norwich.gov.uk/pedalways

Members can help with three tasks that are not covered under the funding. Here is a short description of each and who to 
contact. 

1. Counting cyclists ‐ Volunteers will be needed in September 2014 and September 2015 to offer an 
                                      hour or so at different times and points on the route. Colin MacPhail of the County 
                                      Council’s traffic management section will be offering some guidelines and some 
                                      training on location. Please contact Christine: christine5dhr@talktalk.net  if you 
                                      can help with this. 

2. Gathering data on features of the route that discourage cycling ‐ Data is required on what potential
                                      users see as reasons for not using the route e.g. junction arrangements, 
                                      density/speed of traffic. We’d like your help with this so please respond to 
                                      Margaret, margaret.todd@btinternet.com or telephone 01603 41195.

3. Design standards that should prevail when planning the route ‐ national standards apply, but there 
                                      are still choices to be made and contributions from cyclists are essential to help 
                                      guide planners. For the first time, we are invited to be involved throughout the 
                                      process. If you have ideas or can help, please email Margaret, as above.

We propose to contact Cambridge and Colchester cycling campaigns with a view to seeing some ‘best practice’. 

Detailed planning of the route is now in hand and public consultations begin in March. Check the Norwich Cycle Campaign 
website for details or the Norwich City Council website as well as our regular emails about these important developments.

We look forward to hearing from you!

More on Push the Pedalways – spending 
£5.5m on cycling improvements

The City and County Councils are conducting an on line survey at 

www.norwich.gov.uk/cyclingsurvey

Please complete this and send it in yourself, but also please send it to friends and 

family who are less keen cyclists or non-cyclists. This is part of the evidence 

gathering on cycling in Norwich which will help demonstrate the success of the 

Pedalway and also provide a basis for future bids. 

We are also looking for volunteers to adopt a mile of the Pink Pedalway and to find 

at least three less keen or non-cyclists who are prepared to walk 'your' mile with 

you and give feedback to us and the City Council about what barriers there are to 

the less confident cyclist in existing road layouts, junctions etc. This will need to 

be completed by April 13th. A briefing will be set up for volunteers. If you are 

interested in doing this, please contact Margaret margaret.todd@btinternet.com

saying which mile of the Pink Pedalway you will adopt.

The current cycle map has mile markers to help you decide. 

www.norwich.gov.uk/TransportAndStreets/Transport/Cycling/Documents/

CyclingMapFront.pdf

Cycle Survey and Walk the Mile

Establishing Standards for Cycle Routes in Norwich 
During the next year, as the work on the Pink Pedalway progresses, the City Council aims to clarify 
what is considered good design for cycle routes.  The Campaign intends to be fully involved in the 
development of these standards.  Some key documents will be posted on the website over the next 
few weeks so, if you are interested, please check on there.
I would welcome any thoughts or comments you have on existing facilities in Norwich or elsewhere that may help to inform 
good design.  Apart from Sustrans, the main national documents are from the Department for Transport, details below:-
Cycle Infrastructure Design, Local transport Note 2/08 https://www.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/3808/ltn-2-08.pdf
Shared Use Routes for Pedestrians and Cyclists, Local Transport Note 1/12.
http://www.ctc.org.uk/files/shared-use-routes-for-pedestrians-and-cyclists.pdf
An example of how not to design cycle routes from my holiday in Spain last year:-

Christine Wilson

Margaret Todd

… and Christine and Margaret encourage us to take this major opportunity to influence things...

“We are looking forward 
to hearing from you!”
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Phyll’s Philosophies

Phyll Hardie

critical mass rides when we mustered as many cyclists as 
we could to ride en masse around the city just to 
demonstrate that cyclists exist and need consideration on 
the road and in any new scheme the council planned to 
hoist on us. This message eventually got through, but it is 
still necessary to keep an eye open to make sure we’re not 
sidelined again. 
After making a big fuss cyclists eventually got some 
satisfactory outcomes in the plans for the proposed NDR 
(northern distributor road) by getting parallel cycling 
facilities and crossings included. 
But now the scheme has been upgraded to a National 
Infrastructure Plan, making it one of the Government’s top 
priorities. It seems the Government is embarking on a 
major road building programme to cater for a predicted 
40 per cent traffic growth. So thanks to lobbying by 
Norfolk County Council, local MPs and business leaders, 
the NDR has been upgraded from a county road scheme 
into a national route for carrying long distance transport 
between the Midlands and North of England and Europe, 
which sounds like a motorway to me. 
It will facilitate major economic development – they hope! 
The implications for local communities, the local road 
network, the environment – and cyclists! – are horrendous. 
What depressing news!

*
More positive news is that of the proposed upgrading of 
the Pink Pedalway, which passes through the city from the 
UEA and science park to the Heartsease estate. We 
cyclists are being consulted on what we think would help 
cyclists along the way, how we think junctions could be 
made safer and more ‘cycle-friendly’, and how more 
cycling, particularly among the more vulnerable like 
children and novices, could become more attractive. 
The provision of secure cycle parking at out-of-town 
shopping precincts could be helpful here. I have on many 
occasions alerted shop and precinct owners to this 
possibility, but with little success. 
It is interesting to note that Cambridge is gaining on the 
cycle parking stakes, with the UK’s largest cycle park due 

Next year marks Norwich Cycling 
Campaign’s 25th anniversary. I do 
wonder if and how much we have 
gained in our 24 years’ existence. 
As with most things, there has 
been both good and bad. Back in 
those early days we used to have 

to be built at the railway station. Three thousand bikes 
will be accommodated, as well as a cycle shop and hire 
service. 
Greater Anglia operates Cambridge railway station, as 
presumably they do Norwich, so maybe we can eventually 
be equally blessed. At the moment, trying to find a free 
rack to lock one’s bike to is quite a problem.

*
Even NICE ( National Institute for Health and Clinical 
Excellence) has noticed that cycling and walking for short 
trips of 15 or 20 minutes could help to combat the ‘silent 
epidemic’ of inactivity. 
Their guidance advises that physical activity can help 
reduce the risk of serious medical conditions such as heart 
disease, strokes and Type 2 diabetes by 50 per cent. It 
seems that physical inactivity is the 
fourth leading risk factor for 
deaths globally, so NICE are 
recommending cycle hire schemes, 
car-free events or days, providing 
information on maps and route 
signing, and activities or campaigns 
that emphasise the benefits of cycling, fun rides or 
other activities. Developing and implementing school and 
workplace travel plans that encourage people to walk or 
cycle are also advised. 
Philip Insall of Sustrans says, ‘Inactive lifestyles are 
now causing as many early deaths as smoking. If a virus 
was this deadly it would fill the front pages and 
dominate debates in parliament.’ 
Maybe NICE should tackle the government over its 
major road building programme.
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It’s now just under a year since Norwich City Council opened “Valley Drive” cycle path as part of its Pink Route 
between the Heartsease and the UEA and Norfolk & Norwich University Hospital.  So I thought it was time to give 
a quick appraisal of how it has worked for this cyclist and in particular my daily commute from New Catton to 
Broadland Business Park. 
Firstly, I want to make it clear that I concur with the view that we have already have many cycle routes in Norwich 
and the vast majority of them are called roads.  I do believe cyclists are best served by making these safer for 
cyclists by better design and by improving the skills of both cyclists and motor vehicle users. I do not believe that 
in a city like Norwich it is possible to construct off-road cycle paths as has been done in new towns like 
Peterborough where essentially they rebuilt 80% of the city in the period post-1969.
When the path opened in 2013 I thought I would use it only occasionally, as using Gilman Road and 
the Valley Drive adds about half a mile to my journey to and from work. I am usually running late 
morning and night so doing the journey swiftly quickly does matter to me. But I decided use it for 
the first week it was opened as a trial. Within that first week I noticed three things 

Although it added ½ mile to my journey, it cut the time taken by about 5 minutes.
My stress levels on arrival to work were a lot less than before, some days I actually look forward 

to the journey (my colleagues were also grateful for this).
Some children and small dogs are drawn to standing in front of you.  When you try to pass, you 

move left and so do they, you move right and so do they.  So patience, a smile and a bell are all 
essential equipment for shared use of the Valley Drive.
Since it has opened I have noticed many positives.

The large number of parents taking their children to school or for leisure by bicycle, 
children using bikes, balance bikes and scooters, learning at a very young age to cycle, and  

The appreciation of shared space and user behaviour whereby people act in a way that allows 
us all to get something out of the new path.  
As a frequent user of Gilman Road and Valley Drive, at about the same time each day, I now have small, quick, friendly 
conversations with many people: dog walkers, secondary school pupils, parents taking their children to school, other 
cyclists who I meet regularly on route and it’s a lot better than the isolation and occasional desperation/fury I previously 
felt cycling on the Outer Ring Road between Sprowston Road and Heartsease.
Since its opening, I have only used the Ring Road when I need to call at the post office sorting centre on the way to 
work. Gone are the days of worrying about getting cut up by idiots at the Esso Garage or waiting with students to cross 
the ring road at a “pedestrian refuge” that I saw demolished by a car, a second before I was due to use it.
In terms of cycling, the Valley Drive and Gilman Road cycle routes are not perfect, for example there could be better 
lighting. However, in my opinion the path is a great improvement and something to be celebrated. 

There is not now, and perhaps has never been since cycles and cars were invented, 
enough space in most urban areas for pedestrians, cyclists and motor vehicle users to 
have  exclusive use of an area/space. That means that it is imperative to share the 
space we have. Mostly, that will mean cars and cyclists sharing roads or sometimes as 
an alternative pedestrians and cyclists sharing wide foot paths. Whatever scenario, 
both are reliant on the concept of sharing and respect for other users. New paths like 
Valley Drive are good examples of where this works. 
Maybe for Valley Drive, similar to the Marriott’s Way, the real benefit will be, apart from 
my reduced stress and grumpiness with my colleagues, that this path creates a place 
where parents can teach small child to use a bike in an area of great natural beauty 
and that cycling is indeed fun.  

Michael Dale



… where we try to show offer examples of the good, the bad and the 
          interesting, as reported to Norwich Cycling Campaign

The
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Has anyone else noticed 
how many specially 
constructed cycle paths 
are rippled, causing an 
irritating vibration when 
cycling along that you 
don’t get on a ‘proper’ 
road?  The reason is that 
the tarmac has been laid 
manually by rolling out 
repeated heaps of tipped 
tarmac, rather than proper 
machine laying that the 
road surface gets.

R I P P L E

Colney Lane
Note the deposition of sand in the ripples (exactly 

the same process that led to preservation of the 
prints featured on page 1)

Koblenz Avenue
Rippled surface showing up in the reflected light 
of a typical February day this year

F L A K E

One of the 
problems of off-
carriageway 
paths is that they 
are repositories 
of road debris

CYCLE ROOT?
Root damage is 
one of the issues 
increasingly 
affecting the older 
cycle paths such 
as Marriott’s Way

REJOICE!
The welcome new cycle 
racks delivered prior to 
installation at Earlham 

House Shopping Centre

Work underway in February 2014 reconstructing 
Convent Road to provide an extra inbound lane.  
Thankfully the approach cycle lane to the 
Advanced Stop Line has been retained.

To read the recent report launched by Chris Boardman, go to
www.britishcycling.org.uk/campaigning/article/cam20140207-

British-Cycling-launches-10-point-plan-to-transform-Britain-into-
a-true-cycling-nation-0



Jean Bishop writes...
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I enjoyed my first bike ride in 1953.  I had met Ray, 
and he saw to it that I bought a lightweight frame, and 
added on all his recommended bits and pieces to acquire 
an ABC bike - All Bits Combined!  
Our first ride took place on my 18th birthday, on 27th 
February, through snow covered lanes in Kent. It was 
the beginning of a lifetime of cycling.  We had four 
children, and each one had to learn to ride. We went 
through various stages, beginning with baby Janine 
riding in a sidecar attached to a tandem. In August 
1963 we moved to Kent, with four children. We bought 
a trailer which was attached to the back of Ray's bike, 
to take the two younger children, while Tim and Janine 
rode their own bikes..  
At that time cycling in Kent was good and we made the 
most of it.  Our children learnt to ride their bikes 

around the East Malling research station.  The lanes around us had very little traffic.  The older children could rider 
safely, and the smaller ones were trailed in an open trailer.
After our move to Norwich, three years later, we were using various modes.  The older two had bikes and the younger 
children were trailed..  We acquired a sailing boat at South Walsham, and cycled the 7 miles there and back for a day 
sail on the inner broad.  We later used the perimeter track at the airport as a training ground for our children.  
We bought a junior back tandem for me to ride with Simon (child number three) on the back. At one 
stage we were riding a Jack Taylor 21/21, with crank shorteners with Simon on the back, whilst 
Alison rode on the junior back one, until, at last, each child had his or her own machine.
When, eventually, they grew up and left home, we were free to travel abroad with our 
bikes, and took to exploring exotic and exciting places around the world.
I went on a couple of trips with Sustrans in 1995 and 1996 
with the aim of selling cycling ideas to various towns in 
the UK.  After the first one from Inverness to 
Dover, what a party we had as we celebrated 
winning a large sum of money for the organisation 
to further its efforts to expand cycleways.  

So if 
Jean Bishop (see Newsletter 
91) would like to try my recumbent 
tricycle, she is more than welcome 
to have a go! 

After our family left the nest, 
we explored distant places, 
putting our bikes on planes, 
and cycling off from various 
airports with no 
accommodation booked.
Cycling has given us a healthy and 
pleasurable life, which is now slowing 
down as we  disintegrate into old age and 
have been relegated into motoring mode.  

Wishing all cyclists health and happiness!

 ….from (Tel: 01603 412664)

Cynthia is not alone in contemplating 
‘relegation’ perhaps, but after

Cynthia is not alone in contemplating 
‘relegation’ perhaps, but after

“Cycling has given us a 
healthy and pleasurable life…” 

“Cycling has given us a 
healthy and pleasurable life…” 



Website: www.norwichcyclingcampaign.org         
Newsgroup: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/norwichcycling/             Email: info.norwichcyclingcampaign@gmail.com

Chairman: Rotating chair for each meeting
Treasurer & Membership Secretary: Bob Cutter (robert.cutter@mypostoffice.co.uk)
Consultations Officer: John Elbro (in an advisory capacity, j.elbro@lineone.net)
Website Manager: Oliver Stretton-Downes (ollystrettondownes@gmail.com)
Newsletter Compiler: Matthew Williams (mattwill75@hotmail.com)
Other committee members: Phyll Hardie, Tony Clarke, Richard Bearman, Christine Wilson
Minute Taker Margaret Todd
Hon. Auditor Rachel Mold
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Norwich Cycling Campaign members’ meetings normally take place monthly on the third Monday. 

       Forthcoming meetings:  17 March, 14 April, 19 May at 
Charing Cross Centre, 17-19 St John Maddermarket, Norwich NR2 1DN. 

!! Deadline for material for Summer newsletter: 30th May 2014 !!  Please do contribute something!

Norwich City Council (part time cycling officer): Tim Mellors (timmellors@norwich.gov.uk)

Contacts and Who’s Who 

Time to get out that rusty steed again?

KNOW YOUR NORWICH 
So where in the city can you see this rather 

excellent piece of graffitti?  
Answers in the next Newsletter.

BIG EVENT COMING UP:  
This may be of interest - more details on

http://www.revolutionevents.co/norfolk-cycle-show.

WORTH A LOOK
You may like to view this video which 
shows that high levels of utility cycling 
are possible in countries just as wealthy 
as ours.  Go to 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_TkUq80TvI

WERE THEY 
TRYING TO 
TELL US 
SOMETHING?
Rumoured to 
have been found 
in a cave under 
Earlham Road


